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SG: UMID Application

Activities since the Paris

◦ “Study of UMID Applications in MXF and Streaming Media”
  • extracted from “Study Report Part 2–2”
  is to be made in public shortly (I hope 😊)

◦ Contributed its digest version “UMID Applications in MXF and Streaming Media” to SMPTE Journal, which is to be published on its Jan/Feb issue.
  • Its early draft is available at:

◦ Prepared for proposal to re-open the DG for “ST 330 Extensions”
DG: UMID Resolution Protocol

- Activities since the Paris
  - No progress on this DG…
Next Step

- **SG: UMID Applications**
  - Assist the DG activity as appropriate
  - Explore new work item

- **DG: ST 330 Revision**
  - (After the TC approval of the project)
    - Create an initial draft (*Higher priority*)

- **DG: UMID Resolution Protocol**
  - “Try to” update draft of UMID Resolution Protocol
Thanks!